Impact of exogenous lactate on survival and radioresponse of carcinoma cells in vitro.
Tumour lactate levels have been shown to correlate with high radioresistance in tumour models in vivo. The study aimed to evaluate the impact of pathophysiological extracellular lactate concentrations and acidosis on the in vitro survival and radioresponse of various cancer cell lines. HCT-116, HT29 (colorectal) and FaDu (HNSCC) carcinoma cells were studied. Lactate release rates were determined, and expression of the monocarboxylate transporter MCT1 and its cofactor CD147 were monitored by immunofluorescence and flow cytometry. Colony formation was compared for cells exposed to 20 mM exogenous lactate, acidosis (pH 6.4) and lactate plus acidosis relative to control and dose response curves (0.5-10 Gy) were documented. All cell lines expressed MCT1 and CD147 and showed comparable lactate release rates. High lactate levels and acidosis slightly decreased HCT-116 colony forming capacity. This effect was neither additive nor did it affect radioresponse. Clonogenic survival of HT29 cells, however, was critically reduced in a lactate-enriched or acidic milieu and a synergistic effect was observed. Here, both conditions enhanced radiosensitivity. Exogenous lactate also impaired colony formation of FaDu cells but acidosis was ineffective. This cell line was more susceptible to irradiation under lactate exposure independent of pH. Tumour cell behaviour and radioresponse in a lactate environment is multifaceted. The consideration of lactate accumulation as a parameter affecting radiotherapeutic intervention and as a target for new therapeutic strategies is interesting but requires extended mechanistic studies.